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INTRODUCTION OF THE PROBLEM AND JUSTIFICAT I ON FOR RESEARCH
A profit criterion whi ch will make possible the selection of
opt imum conversion pr ac ti ces in the Pinyon-Juniper woodlands can be made

operationa l if :

(a) it is possible to predict eradication costs and

resulting total costs (eradication costs, seed cos ts, and seed applica -

tion costs) , and (b) i t i s possible to determine for age prod uction
resulting from initial eradication, as well as when it reaches absolute

minimum allowable limit due to tree re-growth .

Knowledge of the above

relationships makes it possible to determine the optimum practice .

In recent years co nsiderable investment has been made to increase
forage r e s ources in the Western United States.

A sub stant i al portion of

these have taken the form of efforts to conve rt Pinyon-Juniper woodlands
into grazing areas.

This i s accomplished by intr od ucing various s pecies

of fo rage fol l ow ing eradic ation of Pinyon-Juniper trees.
Feder al land management agencies have controlled approximately
16 pe r ce nt o f the 75 milli on acres of Pinyon-Juniper woodlands in the
Sou thwest since 1951.

Contr o l efforts in Ariz ona and New Mexico ha ve

bee n undertaken mainly by Bureau of Indi an Affairs and Forest Service.
Pr ojects in Utah, Colorado, a nd Nevada have ge nera l ly been und ertaken
by the Bureau of Land Management.
Publi c land management age ncies in Arizona and New Mexico direct
the ir efforts toward controlling i nvas i o n sta nd s.

In such instances

dependence is placed o n r eduction of compe t ition to ca use a r e lease o f
native understory r esul ti ng in greater grazing potential of the site .

The pr oblems fa ced by land management agencies in Utah, Colorado, and
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Nevada are quite different.

Sites in these states are characterized by

trees that are mature and heavily stemmed with dense crown canopies.
The resulting competition leaves little o r no na tive underst ory, mak ing

grazing imp ossible.

Therefore , tree removal must be followed by reseeding

with appropriate species of grass for the a rea.
Over the past few years the rate o f Pinyon-Juniper control has been
decreasing .

This decline can be attributed to three factors:

(a) limited

numb e r s o f accessible invas io n stands remaining in Ariz ona and New Mexico,

(b) failure to achieve e st ablishme nt of grass seedlings after contro l
and seeding costs have been incurred, and (c) failure to achieve an
unquestionable benefit - cost relationship th at shows benefits in excess
of cos ts.
Cos t s of Pinyon-Junip e r e r adica ti o n in t he past have been character ized by a wide range of values.

For examp l e, ove r a sample o f 170

observations, out - of -p ocket costs range d from $.45 to $12.35 per acre.
Thi s di s parity is partially a function o f the eradication techniques
emp l oyed and partially a func ti on o f terrain and tree site conditions.
The large number of eradication and seeding techniques that are
avai l able and resulting combinations of costs and benefits make the need
for a method o f selecting an optimum conversion practice impe r ative.
The pr oced ure for determining an optimum conversion practice is set

fo rth in a fou r- part a nalysis .

The first es tablishes the r e lationship

between the dependent variabl e (removal cost ) and the independent
variables (density, soil, slope, tr ee heights, and number of acres).
The se cond part determines the minimum to tal cost associated with the

tech no logically fixed maximum grass es tablishment for e ach technique
potentially app licabl e to a particular site.

In the third attention is
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turned to the effects of tr ee r e-growth and grass pr oduction, and the
time interval until re-eradication will be necessary.

The final section

brings all portions of the model t ogether and contains an example.
The data employed in this study were taken from office rec ords
kept by the different Bureaus and partially from data collected by the
Bureau of Land Management's ecologica l sampling team.

The data co llected

for office records will be published in a report entitled, "Management
Alternatives for Pinyon-Junipe r Woodlands - Part B" which will be
publis hed in the fall of 1966 .

The data col l ected by the sampling

team ar e summarized and published i n a report entitled, "Manageme nt

Alternatives for Pinyon-Juniper Wood lands - Pa rt A. "

OBJECTIVES OF STUDY
The primary objective of this study was the determination of a
c rit erion which would make possible the selection of optimum conversion
practices in the Pinyon-Junip er type.

In order to accomplish this

objective it was necessary to determine:

(a) the factors influencing

eradication costs, (b) the minimum total cost associated with the
technologically fixed maximum grass establishment for each technique
potentially applicable to a particular site, and (c) the effects of
tree re-growth on grass production, as well as the time interval until
re-eradication will be necessary .
With the determination of the previous object ive serving as a
foundation, establishment of a criterion which will serve as the basis
for choosing the control method for a particular s i te is now possible.
It i s necessary first to calculate the present value of net benefits
accruing at various points in time for each technique.

The point in

time where present value of net benefits is a maximum is, therefore,
the optimum time for re-contr ol.

Having found the maximum present

value of net benefits for each technique, selection of the optimum
conversion practice is, therefor e , defined as the technique y i eld in g
the max i mum of the maximum pres e nt values of net benefits.

CONCEPTUAL SOLUTION
Determination of a relationship between cost per acre for the

e radi cation and site characteristics such as density and height of the
Pinyon-Juniper trees, soil, slope, and number of acres will serve as
the primary foundation for determining the optima l conversion practice

to be used on a particular site.

This makes it possible to predict

costs per acre for several alternative control techniques.
Given the relationship between costs per acre for the eradication
and site characteristics for each technique, the minimum t o tal cost
associated with the maximum grass establishment for each technique in
question must be determined.

It is import,?nt to note that the minimum

total cost is co nsidered as that cost incur r ed to obtain the maximum

level of grass establishme nt per technique .
Establishment wil l be maximized subject to the constrain t s of kill,
cover, seed rat e, and weather index .

The levels of kill, cover, and

seed rat e that maximizes grass establishme nt will then be substituted
into the total cost function, which wi ll be defined as a function of
kill, cover, and seed rate.

This maximum value of grass establishment

will also enable the amount of forage pr oduct i on associated with the
particular level of establishment to be determined.
But due to e ncr oachment of residual trees, the l eve ls of forage
production may fall ove r time.

Therefore, it is necessary to deve l op

a relationship that will lead to the calculation of the point in time
where grass production reaches the minimum allowable limit.

With the

levels of kill for each technique al r eady determined for a particular
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site, it is possible to calculate the number of trees not affected by
eradication treatment.

Determination of the relationships between

production and crown canopy makes possible the calculation of the

absolute minimum allowable grass production and the corresponding
percent of crown canopy.

This relationship leads to the calculation of

the average crown diameter which in turn makes it possible to find the
relationship between average tree height and average tree diameter .
The resulting relationship between average tree height and average
tree diameter leads to th e determination of a relationship between tree
height and average age of the trees not affected by original eradication.
By taking this age and subtracting it from the age of the trees at the
time of original chaining yields the replacement interval.

Determination

of the preceding variab l es makes it possible to ar rive at the present

value of net benefits for each technique.

Having arrived at an array

of present values, selection of the point in time where present value
is a maximum is possible.

The technique yielding the maximum of the

max imum present values of net benefits is, therefore, defined as the
optimum conversion practice for the particu lar si t e in question.

PART I
DETERMINATION OF THE PREDICTIVE COST MODELS

DEVELOPMENT OF VARIABLES
Hypothesis

In order to determine the relationship between cost per acre and
site characteristics, the primary hypothesis to be tested was that
changes in tree densities, soil texture, roughness of terrain, and
number of acres result in increased eradication costs.

Empirical Procedure

Statistical analysis was used to determine the variables affect in g

cost of eradication.

The particular tools employed here were multiple

regression and analysis of variance.

Multiple r e gression analysis

Multiple regression is a technique which determines the effect of
severa l independent variables upon a single dependent var iable.
general model used was as follows:
b

0

+

b.

1

where:
Yi

the dependent variable.

xi

independent variables.

b

Y intercept.

0

bi

the regressi on coefficients.

e.

the stochastic variable.

1

The

9

Analysis of variance

Analysis of variance is a method which makes possible the analysis
of the effects of the partial regression coefficients and the regression
model.

It is also a tabular form of presenting the statistical analysis.

The two hypotheses that were of particular interest are:

(a) do

the partial regression coefficients differ significantly from zero, and
(b) does the model explain a significa nt amount of the variation in the
dependent variable.

To test these hypotheses that B
1

=B

2

the following "F" statistic (Johnston, 1963) was employed:
. ( 1)

where :

2
R

coefficient of determination.

K

number of independent variables.

N

number of observations.

The equation (Anderson and Bancroft, 1952) employed to test the model
for significance was the following:
F

MS
sv
MSE '

where:
MS

sv

mean squares associated with the source of variation
under question.

MSE

mean squares associated with the residual term.
Selection and Development of Variables

An a pri ori selection of variables thought to be important in
explaining the variation in eradication cost are:

density of the trees, soil type, and terrain.

size of the project,

In the case of bulldozing
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the height of the trees was also considered as an independent variable.
Costs per acre for control on projects ranging from 0-1,000 acres
were much higher than for projects ranging from 1,000-4,000.

It appears

that, once a certain size of project is r eached, total costs per acre

tend to remain constant.

The higher costs on sma ll projects can be

partially explained by the fact that the average total cost is higher
than it would be on a large project, because in the l arge project case
the fixed cost is being spread over a larger number of acres, and the
width of the swath in the chaining and double chaining cases might be
smaller due to the irregular shape of the smaller projects.
Density of the stand of trees, soil type, and roughness of terrain
all affect cost in the same manner.

The increase in density of the

stand acting along with changes in soil type and roughness of terrain
increases the time r e quir ed to eradicate an acre, causing an increase
in the average variable cost of the contrac t or.

Fuel, oil, grease,

repairs for the tractor, and opera t or cost are also variable costs, but

due to the scope of this particular study concern was placed primarily
on bid costs.
In the bulldozing case the time r equired to push tall trees was
greater than that required to push small trees.

Cotner and Jameson

(1959, p. 7) regressed tre e height in feet against time required in hours
and came up with a correlation coefficient of 0.640.

Therefore, this

increase in time required to push tall trees results in a higher cost
per acre for the contr o l.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
There are many different methods that may be used to e r adicate
Pinyon-Juniper woodlands.

In this analysis emphasis was given only to

arriving at a predictive model for each of the three major techniques:
(a) single chaining, (b) double chaining, and (c) bulldozing.
For purposes of tightening up the model and increasing its pre d i ctability, it was necessary to divide the study area into two parts
in the single chaining case.

cost and site characteristics.

This division 't<las made on the basis of

Through the use of this technique it

was possible to divide the control projects into two groups:

(a) Arizona

and Nevada projects, and (b) Colorado, New Mexico , and Utah projects .
In the double chaining case it was not necessary to make this type
of division.

The sites used in this ana lysis were main l y located in

the Ut a h-C o l orado area, a lth ough there were a couple of sites located in
the Arizona area.

The sites located in Arizona we r e selected on the basis

of how well their site characteristics co in cided with those in the UtahCo l orado a rea.

Bul l dozing on the other hand was taken from sites only

in the Arizona area, and as a result, no division was necessary .

In the single and double c haining ca ses it was not possible t o
obtain information as to the numbe r of trees per acre for the particular
site in question.

As a r esult, percent of the site occupied by Pinyon -

Juniper was used.

In the bulldozing case information pertaining to

the number of trees per acre on the sites in question was available
and in turn this figure was used.
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In or der to c arry out the analysis furthe r it was also necessary to

code the types of soil and types of terrain.

Coding of the soil was

accomp lished by summarizing all the soil types of an area and the costs
associated with them .

They were the n assigned a numerical number

(1, 2, 3 .. . . ) according to their avera ge cos t with the lowest ave raged
cost r ece iving the lowest numer i ca l value (one), and the highest averaged
cost receiving the highest nume ric al value.

This was carried out for

all techniques, and in th e single c haining case it
two sepa rate codings:

to~as

necessary to derive

o ne for the Arizona-Nevada area, and one for the

Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah a r ea.
Terrain was coded in a simi l ar fashion.

Sites characterized by

level slopes were coded as ones and th ose cha r acterized by rolling to
r ough terrain as fours.

Appendix B con tains t ab l es that present the

numerical code for each particular type

of soil and slope encountered

in the study area.

Tree heights being one of t he independent va riables characteristic
of the bulld oz ing case a l one was a n additiona l variable used in the
determination of this pr ed i ctive mode l .

Although tree height datum was

not directly available for the particular sites in question, a method

was devised whereby a figure f or tree height cou l d be determined.
This method consisted of det e rminin g wher e the site was l oca t ed.
After this was accomplished it was necessary to determine whether or not
there was any information concerning t r ee height on related sites

l ocated in that area.

When a s it e was l oca t ed , the tree height data

that was characteristic of the site were then assumed to be simi l a r to

tha t of the site in question.
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Single Chaining
Arizona and Nevada area
Determination of a predictive eradication cost model for the Arizona

and Nevada area was based on 18 observations.

In the regression model

the variables were defined as follows:
/1

y

control cost per acre.

xl

acres.

x3

soil type.

x4

terrain or sl ope.

x5

density of Pinyon-Junip e r .

The resulting regression equ a ti on l;Ya s :

~ = . 2715 + .00009X 1 - .000000024X 12 + .0413X + .672X + 3.119X .
3
4
5

(2)

The analysis of variance and significance tests are presented in Table 1.

Table 1.

Analysis of variance for single chaining model, ArizonaNevada area

Sour ce

of
variation

Total
B(O)
B( 1)
B(2)
B(3)
B(4)
B(5)
Model
Residual

Degr ees
of
freedom

Regression
Mean squares

17

.81728E- 00a

1
1
1
1
5
12

.49366E - Ol
.23097E -0 0
.43422E-O l
.33835E+Ol
.68101E-00
. 23550E+Ol
.17656E -00

Coefficients of determination= .85.
*Significant at 5 percent probability level.
a.8172E-00 is equivalent to .81728.

coefficients

F

. 271498E-00
.934625E-04
- . 241559E-07
.4 13086E-O l
. 6 72003E-00
. 311944E+Ol
13. 34*
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Calculating the "F" statistic for mean squares due to model yields

a value of 13.34.

Comparing this calculated value with the tabular va lue

of "F" with (5, 12) degrees of freedom at the 5 percent probability level
indicates that the calculat ed va lue exceeds the tabular value.

There -

fore, the hypothesis that the mode l does not significantly explain the
variability in the dependent variable (cost) was rejected.

As a result,

the alternative hypothesis that the model does significantly explain
the variation in the dependent variable was accepted.

=B

B = 0 was
2
5
2
accomplished by substituting the value of R , K, and N into equation (1).
Testing the null hyp othesis that B
1

Comparing the "F" calculated value resulting with the tabu l ar value of

"F" with (K-1) and (N-K) degrees of freedom at the ()( = .05 level
r es ulted in the rejection of the null hypothesis and acceptance of the
alter native hypothesis that B
1

~

B
2

~

...

~

B
5

~

0.

Colorado, New Mexico , and Utah area
Determination of a predic tive eradication cost model for
New Mex i co, a nd Utah was based on 23 observations .

Colorado,

The variables in

this model were defined in the same manner as that used for the Arizona
and Nevada area.
The resulting regressi on equation was:

.3673 + .000568X

1

- .0000002X

2
1

+ .3322X + .4937X + .4705X .
3

4

5

(3)

The analysis of variance and significance tests are prese nte d in Table 2 .
Calculating the "F 11 statistic for mean squares due to model yields

a value of 5.13.

Comparing this ca lculated value with the tabular value

of "F" with (5,17) degrees of freedom a t the 5 percent probabilit y level
indicates that the calculated value exceeds the tabular value.

There-

fore, the hypothesis that the model does not signif i cantly explain the
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variability in the dependent variable was rejected.

As a result, the

alternative hypothesis that the model does significantly explain the
variation in the dependent variable was accepted .

Testing the null hypothesis that B = B
= B = 0 was
1
2
5
2
accomplished by substituting the value of R , K, and N into equa tion (1).
Comparing the "F" calculated value resulting with the tabular value of
"F" with (K-1) and (N-K) degrees of freedom at the ()( = . 05 level
resulted in the rejection of the null hypothesis and acceptance of the
alternative hypothesis that B I B I ... I B I 0.
1
2
5

Table 2.

Analysis of variance for single chaining in the Colorado,
New Mexico, and Utah area

Source

Degrees

of

of
freedom

variation

Total
B(O)
B( l)
B(2)
B(3)
B(4)
B(S)
Model
Residua 1

Regression
Mean square

22

.8010E-00

1
1
1
5
17

.1053E-00
.9643E- Ol
. 3128E+Ol
. 3256E+Ol
.5338E - 01
.212 1E+Ol
.4131E- 00

coefficient

F

.36727E - 00
. 56 774E-03
-.20014E-06
.33217E-OO
.49373E-OO
.4 7051E-OO
5 .13*

Coefficient of determination = .602.
*Denotes signi ficance at 5 percent probability l evel.

Double Chaining
Determi nation of a predictive model in the double chaining case was
accomplished through the use of the same va riab le employed in the single
chaining cases.

The resulting regression equation was:

16

f =

1.412 - .000613X

1

+ .000000069X

2
+ .086X + .893X + 2.86X .
1
3
4
5

(4)

The analysis of variance and significance test are presented in Table 3.
This analysis was based on 21 observations in the Utah, Colorado, and
Arizona areas.

Table 3.

Source

of
variation

Total
B(O)
B(l)
B(2)
B(3)
B(4)
B(5)

Model
Residual

Analysis of variance for double chaining

Degrees
of
freedom

21

l

5
16

Regression
coefficient

Mean square

F

.98499E-00
. l4ll6E+Ol
- . 61270E-03
.69303E-07
.86000E-Ol
. 89309E-00
. 2858E+Ol

.l3786E-00
.l2562E-00
. 55012E-00
. 25ll6E+Ol
. ll441E+Ol
. 29491E+Ol
. 3 7l22E-00

7.945*

Coefficient of determination
. 713.
*Denotes significance at the 5 percent probability level.

Calculating the "F" statistics for the mean squares due to the model

yields a value of 7.945.

Comparing this value with the tabular value of

"F" with (5, 16) degrees of freedom at the

0:: = . 05 level leads to the

rejection of the null hypothesis that the model does not significantly
explain the variation in the dependent variable.

This l eads in turn to

the acceptance of the alternative hypothesis that the model does
significantly explain the variation in the dependent variable.

Testing the null hypothesis that B = .. . = B = 0 was accomplished
1
5
through the use of equation (1) .
with the calculated value of "F

11

Comparing the tabular value of "F"
resulted in the rejection of the null
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hypo t hesis and acceptance o f the a lternative hypothesis that

Bulldozing
In order to arrive at a predictive model in this case it was

necessary to add an additional independent variable (tree height).
The variables used were defined as follows:
II

y

control cost per acr e.

xl

acres.

X3

soil type.

x4

sl ope .

x5

density of Pinyon-Junipe r .

x6

tree height.

x7

tree height squared x6

2

The resulting regression equation took the following form:

~ =

-.027 - .0000857X
.035X

4

+ .000086X

2

1
5

+ . 00000002X 1 + . 007X +
3

+ .l997X + .000l6X
6

2

6

.

(5)

The analysis of variance and significance tests a r e pr esent in Table 4.
This analysis was based on 24 observations.
Calculating the "F" statistic for the mean square due to the model

yie ld s a value of 17.75.

Comparing this value wi th the tabular va lue of

"F" with (7,16) degrees of freedom at the

(X= .05 level lead s to the

rejection of the null hypothesis that the model does not significantly
exp lain the variation in the de pendent variab l e.

This in turn l eads to

the acceptance of the alterna tive hyp othesis that the model does
significantly explain the variation in the dependent variable.
the null hypothesis that

s1

= .• . =

s

5

Testing

= 0 with equat i on (l) results in
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the rejection of the null hypothesis and acceptance of the alternative
hypothesis that B # B # .. . # B # 0.
1
2
5

Table 4.

Source

of
variation

Total
B(O)
B(l)
B(2)
B(3)
B(4)
B(S)
B(6)
B(7)
Model
Residual

Analysis of variance for bulldozing

Degrees
of
freedom

Mean square

23

. 20362E+Ol

7
16

. 17454E-02
.33626E-03
. 17249E-02
. 14841E-Ol
. 12532E-02
. 76031E+OO
.73006E -03
. 66772E+Ol
.58453E -02

Coefficient of determination

Regression
coefficient

F

- . 27421E-Ol
-. 85773E-04
.22009E-07
.70449E-02
.35213E-01
.85586E -04
. 19972E+OO
.16345E - 03

.98.

*Denotes significance at the 5 percent probability level.

ll4. 00*

SUMMARY
Multiple regressi on procedures were employed to determine the
relationship betwe e n eradication costs per acre and site characteristics.

These resulting predictive models will in turn make it possible for
range managers to calculat e eradica tion costs for any site in question,
given its site characteristics.

With the preceding models, it is possible to predict eradication
costs for a particular site.

It now becomes necessary to determine the

minimum total cost a ssociated with the mechani ca lly fixed maximum grass

establishment .

PART II
DETERMINATION OF THE MINIMUM TOTAL COST ASSOCIATED WITH
THE MECHANICALLY FIXED MAXIMUM GRASS ESTABLISHMENT

DEVELOPMENT OF CONSTRA I NTS AND PROCEDURE

Empirical Procedure
Determination of the minimum total cos t associated with the maximum
gr ass established was accomplished through the use of line ar programming
pr ocedures .

Programming problems are concerned with the efficie nt use o r

allocation of limited resour ces to meet desired objectives.

One of the

main characteristics of this type of prob l em is that there are an infinite
number of solutions that satisfy the basic conditions o f the problem .
The solution that satisfies both the conditions and the objectives set
out by the program i s termed the optimum solution.
Solutions to lin ear pr ogramming problems ca n be obt a ined in a
v a ri ety of ways.
method.

The method employed in this study was th e s implex

This method is an iterative procedure that consists of mov ing

from an ext reme point to an adjacent extreme point leaving a l ower value
of the objective function .

These moves a r e co ntinued until an optimal

ex tr eme point has been reached.
Selection a nd Development of Constraints
Pred ictive grass es t ab li shment mode l s for var ious areas occupied by
Pinyon-Juniper wood l a nd have been developed by Glover ( 1966).

These

particular models a r e expressed as func t io ns con t a ining the fo llow ing
variables:

kill , cover, seed rate, a nd wea ther .

Although in some

cases the fun c ti ons we r e expressed as a combinat i on of the above
varia ble s.

For the purpose of t his section empha sis was pl aced on kill,

cover, a nd seed r ate .
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Given the particular estab lishment model that was determined by
Glover (1966) for the particular area in question, it was possible to
arrive at a maximum grass establishment in the following manner.

Establishing equation (6) as a hypothetical grass establishment model
characteristic of a particular area subject to kill, cover, seed rate,

and weather constraints given by equations (7) through (13) made i t •
possib l e to employ straightforward linear programming to determine the
op timal solution:
i!

(6)

max

subject to:

fl1x1 +

fJ3x3

fJ1x1

=

bl'

(7)

fJ2x2
fJzXz

~

b

2'

(8)

~ b3'

(9)

--

+ f34x4 ~ bl~'

( 10)

b5'

(11)

fJ2x2 + fJ4x4 -::: b6'

( 12)

fJ4x4

f3h

=

~ b7'

(13)

where:

x
x

2
3

x4

seed rate .
cover.
weather index.

Derivation of the constraining c ondition was accomp li shed in the

following manner.

Constraint (7), which is the ki ll constrai n t, was

developed by utilizing the r egression equat ions Rivers (1966b, p. 128)
developed for determining the expected percent kill for a given
technique.

These predictive models took the following form:
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A

log YD.C.
A

log Ys . c.

log
log

10
10

( 16 . 5) + .4035 l og (X)'

(14)

(6 . 18) + .6113 l og (X),

(15)

where:

Q

expected percent kill for single chaining.

Q

expected percent kill for double chai ning.

S.C.

D.C.
X

the percent of the trees greater than or equal
7 inches in diameter in the s t and.

So l ving the above equa ti ons for a particular Xi yields corresponding
expected value of kill, namely Qi.
Due t o the lack of a predictive model for kill in the bulldozing
case, i t was necessary to det ermine the mean kill associated with it .
Therefore, it was necessary to assume that the expected value of kill

in all cases for bulldozing "as the mean kill assoc i a t ed " i t h it .
Thi s assumption "as based on the fact that for a ny given density the
desired kill ca n be obta ined if the associated cost is incurred.

Making the subs tituti on of the expected va lue of ki ll into
cons tr a int (7) yie ld s :

cl = constant f or t he par t icu l ar site in questi on.
The "b " values in the r ema ining co nst rai n ts were determine d in the

foll owing manner.

It was determined that as the . percent of kill

inc r eased, the seed rat e would decrease reaching an asymptote at

per ac r e.

pounds

Setting ki ll equal to 100 percent and multiply ing it by i t s

coefficient and adding it to seven multiplied by its coefficie nt,
yields the value of b .
2
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In the case of b , it was observed that when
4

x3

was equal to zero.

x4

was at its maximum,

Substituting the levels of these variables into

(10) yields the numerical value of b .
4
The value for b

x2

6

was determined in a similar fashion.

was set equal to 7 pounds per acre when

for the area .

Solving f or b

6

x4

The value of

was at its average value

with these two particular values yields

its numerical value.
In the case of b , the weather index constraint, it was necessary
5

to determine the index that is most likely to occur at the time eradica tion is planned .

This value was determined by methods set forth by

Glover (1966).
The values of b
that

x2

and

x3

3

and b

7

were defined as the maximum allowable value

could take on multiplied by their respective coefficie nts.

In the case of b , the value of
3

x2

was relaxed enabling it to range up

to whatever level considered feasible.

In turn b

7

was set at 3 inches

because this was selected as the maximum depth a seed drill could achieve.
In areas where establishment was expressed as a function of a
combination of the original variables, it was necessary to eliminate the

irrelevant constraints.

Also in cases where kill fell between the

limits of 70 to 100 and where expected weather index fell between the
mean weather ind ex and its maximum value for the particular area, i t was

necessary to eliminate const r aints (7), (8), (9), and (12).

In the

situation where the value of kill fell within the 70 -100 limit and the
expected weather index value fell ou tside of its defined range, it was
necessary to eliminate only constraint (8).

When the expected index

value fell within the defined range and kil l fell outside its ranges,
it was necessary to eliminate constraint (12).
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In situations where the value of kill and expected weather index
fell within the defined ranges, it was obse rved that 7 pounds of seed
yields high level of establishment.

Therefore, whenever this situation

arose seed rate was automatically plugged in at 7 pounds pe r ac r e.
Selection and Development of Variables
f or Minimum Total Cost Function

Determination of a minimum total cost associated with the maximum

mechanically set grass establishment was accmnplished by defining
minimum total cost as a function of out - of - pocket cost (cost of eradication, cost of seed, and cost of seed application ).

The cost of eradica -

tion was calculated by substituting the site characteristic into the
predictive cos t models for the pa rticular site in question.

This f igur e

was defined as the cost associated with the average kill for the
t ec hnique in qu es ti on .

Calculating the expected value of kill (E(Kj)) f r om equa tions ( 14)
and (15) y i e ld s expe c t ed va lues of ki l l for sing l e cha ining a nd double
chaining .

CK (cost o f e r adication ) for these two cases was then

calculated by se tting up a proportion between the ex pec t ed value of kill
t o CK a nd the mean ki ll for the techn ique to the pr edicted cos t of
e radication.
In the bulldo zing case i t was necessa ry t o set up a prop ortion
between the mean tree dens i ty (10 7.9 ) f or this t ec hnique t o t he cost
resulting from the co st model and the dens it y associated with the sit e
unde r ques ti on to CK .
for th is t echn ique.

Solving for CK y i e l ds the cos t o f eradication
The above adjustme n t in CK i s necessary because

the pred icted cost ge ne rat ed by t he predicted cos t models was assumed
t o be the cost associated wi th the mean ki ll fo r . a given technique.
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Cost of the seed was determined by taking the rate of seed that
maximizes grass establishment and multiplying it by the price per pound
of the appropriate species of grass for the area.

Cost of seed

a ppli cation was determined in the following manner .

I f the l evel of x

3

was less than or equal to one, the application technique used was ae rial
seeding.

The cost that was associated with this technique was determined

by finding the mean cost for all the projects studied that were aerial
seeded.
If the level of x was greater than one or equal t o three, then
3
the application technique used was dri lling.

The cost associated with

this particular technique was also the mean cost for all the projects
studied that were seeded by dril ling methods.
that x

3

It is important to note

was limited to values ranging from zero to three.

Give n the above values it was possible to define the minimum total
out - of- pocket costs as follows:
MTC

= CK + CS + CA,

(16)

where:
MTC

minimum t otal cost.

CK

cost of eradication.

cs

cost of seed.

CA

cost for applying seed.

Derivation of an Optimal Solution for
~~~~ypothetical

Situations

The following hypothetical situation illustrates how to set up the
programming problem when:

(a) the establishment model is expressed as

a function of a ll the va ri ables given in equation (6),

(b) the establish-

ment model is characterized by having kill and expected weather indexes
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falling into the ranges previously defined, and (c) when the establishment model is expressed as a function of a combination of the independent

variables.
Case I is an illustrati on of the programming problem when the
establishment model is expressed as a function of all the variables
given in equation (6).
that:

Cases I I and I I I illustrate establishment models

(a) have the level of kill and expected weather index values

falling within the ranges previously defined, and (b) when it has in its
make-up a combination of the independent variables.

It must be kept in

mind that all the above cases are strictly hypothetical in nature; that
is, all the coefficients in the estab lishment model employed were
arbitrarily chosen.

Case I is an example of a hypothetical situation where the
establishment model is a function of all the variables contained in

equation (6) with the values of xl and x4 falling outside their defined
ranges.

Defining the following variables as:
xl

x2 max
x4

. 60 = kill.
10.0 = maximum seed rate.

128.0 =weather index.

x3 max

3.0 = maximum depth of cover.

x4 m-a

372.0 =maximum and average weather index.
II

YE = -.07 + .231X

1

+ .026X + .16X + .00117X ,
2

3

4

and setting up the following restrictions makes it possible to employ
linear programming procedur es to determine the optimal solution.
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.231X
.231X

1

+ .026X
. 026X

.16X

3

+ .00117X
. 00117X

2

~

~max=

-.07 + .231X

max

1

~

4

~

.4352·
. 1498 .

4

3

. 4130 ·
. 2600 .

2

.026X + .00117X
2
4
.16X

.1386 .

1

~

.6172·

~

.48·

+ .026X + .16X + .00117X .
2

3

(17)

4

.764 and the level of the variables yielding this value are:
1.8,

x4

= 128 . 0 .

It was necessary now to

convert 2max from index terms (Gl over, pp. 11-14) into probability
terms.

This was accomplished by referring to Table lb in Anderson and

Bancroft (1952, p. 382) which yields the area under the normal curve.
In the above case

~max

in probability terms is equal to .77; that is

given the previous values of

x1 , x2 , x3 ,

and

x4 ,

the range manager has

a 77 percent change of obtaining grass establishment.
It is now possible to calculate the minimum total out-of -p ocket
costs associated with mechanically set grass establishment.

If the

expected cost of eradication is defined as $3.50 and the mean kill of
the technique in question associated with it is .74, the resulting value
of CK is equal to $2.84 .
The seed cost (CS) may be calcu lat ed by multiplying
per pound of the particular species of grass to be used.

x2

by the cost

For this

particular examp l e the cost of grass per pound was set at $.25 per
pound.

Mu ltiplyi ng

x2

= 10 by $ . 25 yields CS = $2.50.

In the case of the cost of seed application it was found that
was greater than one which implies drilling of the seed.

x3

Therefore, the
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mean cost for drilling was substituted as CA.

Substituting CK, CS, and

CA into equation (16) yields:
MTC = $2.84 + $2.50 + $1.50.
MTC = $6.84.

Case II is an example of how to set up the programming problem
when

x1

and

x4

fall outside of the defined ranges.

Defining:

.81.
10.0.

128.0.

186 .
- .07 + . 231X

+ . 026X + .16X 3 + .00117X 4 ,
2

4

and setting up the following constraints:
. 231X
.026X

2

. 16X + .00117X
4
3
. 00117X
. 026X

2

+ .00117X
.16X

Zmax = -.07 + .231X

1

.1894 .

1
~

.2600-

~

.4352 .
.1498 .

4
4
3

~

.3996-

= .4800 ·

+ .026X 2 + .l6x 3 + . 00117X 4 .

Zmax = .8770 and the level of the variables yielding this value are:
x

1

= .81, x 2 = 9.6, x = 1.8, x 4 = 128.0.
3

probability terms yields Zmax = .79.

Converting Zmax into

The calculation of the minimum

total cost associated with the mechanically set maximum grass establish ment now proceeds in the same fashion as that for Case I.
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In cases where x

4

falls within the limits previously defined and

xl falls outside its defined limits, the problem takes the following
form:
.231X
. 231X

1

+ . 026X 2
. 026X

.1894 .

1
~

.413 0 .

~

.2600 .

~

.4352 .

2

.l6X + . 00ll7X
4
3
. 00ll7X
. l6X
gma x = -.07 + .231X

1

.1498 .

4
3

~

+ .026X

2

. 4800.

+ .l6X

3

+ .00ll7X .
4

Determination of the optimal solution now proceeds in the manner as

defined for the previous examples .
If x

4

and x

1

both fa ll within the defined limits, the constr aints

and the objective function reduce to th e fo ll owi ng form:
.l6X

3

+ .00ll7X

4

. 00117X
4
. 16X
g

max

3

.4352.1498 .
.48 .

. 16X + .00 ll7X .
4
3

( 18)

After determinin g the optimal so lution for gmax in equation ( 18),
substitution of the particular l eve ls of x3 and x4 a l ong with x l = .81
and x

2

= 7.0 must be made back into equation (17).

then be converted into probability terms.

This value of g must

The ca l cu l ation of the minimum

t otal cost associated with the mechanically set maximum grass establish ment now proceeds in the usual manner.

Case III
Case III is an illustrati on of how to set up the programming problem
when the estab l ishment model does not contain all of the variables
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presented in equation (6).

If the particular establishment model under

question was a function of kill and weather alone, the problem was set

up in the following way:
.231X
. 16X

3

+ .00117X

1
4

. 00117X
4
.16X

i!max

= -.

07

3

.1386

°

. 4352 .
.1498 .
~.48.

+ . 16X 3 + . 00117x4 .

i!max was determined by using the simplex method.
The previous method is applicable to all cases where the establishment model is made up of a combination of the original independent

va r iable.

The only difference is the fact that different constraints

are eliminated.

In cases such as the above where seed rate falls out of the
estab lishment model, it is necessary to use the seed rate that was

generally used in the area to calculate MTC.

This var i able dropped out

of the es tabli shmen t model because the seed rate used remained consta nt

over al l the projects .

After the CS has been determined, calcu l ation

of MTC can proceed in the same manner.

PART III
DETERMINATION OF THE RE - CONTROL DATE

DEVELOPMENT OF VARIABLES AND PROCEDURES
One of the characteri stics of the Pinyon-Juniper type is that even
if control plots are complet e l y cleared of trees , there is a t ende ncy
for re-gr owth , this re-gr owt h presents the need for futur e maint e nanc e
o r re-eradication.

Bec au se of the t ime it takes the trees to develop,

i t was necessary t o consider one cyc le, that i s , the initial contr ol

plus re-control.
Dete rmina tion of the mechanically set date for e radi cation may be
de termined in two ways .

In order to set the stage for these two

me thods , it was necessary to te st the follm<ing hypotheses:
(a) that t he re exists a direct r e l ationship between average crown
diamete r and total tr ee height,
(b) th a t the re exists a relationship between total tree height
and average age of the tree,
( c ) that there exists a r ela tionship between time and c r own canopy,

(d) tha t there exists a relationship between crown canopy and
pr oduction.
Empirica l Procedure
Of primary concern in the statistical analysis was the determination
of the relations hips between the va ri ous independent and dependent
variables.

Three statistical tools were used to determine and test

these relati onship s .

The first was a simple regression analysis.

analysis o f variance was th e second .

The

This made possible the partiti oning
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of the sum of squares due each sou r ce of variation .

The third involved

the ''F'' test to determine significance of each of the models.

Selection and Developme nt of Va riables
Deve lopment of the following relationships was accomplished by
summarizing data collected by the Bureau of Land Management's ecological
sampling team in two field seasons.

Rivers (1966a, 1966b) developed

relati onsh ips between the following independent and dependent variables.
His relationsh ip s were subdivided into species and site class.

The

relationships developed in this part of the analysis are general
relationships, which were developed solely for purposes of clarity.

In

order to develop a relationship between average crown diameter and total
average tree height, it was necessary to summarize the data collected.
The tree height data were taken in terms of total average tree

heights and the age data were the average age of the trees at the 1 foot
level.

The value for tree age at the 1 foot level was obtained through

the met h od presented by Rivers (1966b,pp. 135-143).
Developing a relationship between time and crown canopy, where

time is the independent variable, was accomplished in the following
manner.

Give n the number of trees per acre not affected by the initial

con trol, it was possible thr ough the age-de ns ity - percent crown ca nopy
relationship developed by Rivers (1966b, pp. 125 -1 62) to dete r mine the
relationship between time and crown canopy.
The relationship between production and c rown canopy was determined

by summarizing the data collected.

A reciprocal transformat ion was

then carried out on the data to make possib le the derivation of the
desired relationship.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
In this section the analysis and results are presented for each
hypothesis tested.

The order of presentation is as follows:

(a) tree

height vs. average crown diameter, (b) tree height vs. age, (c) time
vs. c r own canopy, and (d) production vs. crown canopy.

Tree height vs. average crm.;rn diameter

The 64 obse r vations involved in this analysis were the averages
of all tree heights and average c r own diameters on the 64 plots.

The

resulting regression line took the following form :
Y • 4.56 + l.32X,

(19)

where:
Y

total average tre e height for the site.

X

average crown diameter.
X

JX.

2~

TT

(20)

where:

Ch
NS'
Ch

NS'

percent crown canopy.
number of trees following eradication .

The resulting analysis of variance and test of significance are presented

in Table 5.
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Table 5.

Analysis of variance for average crown diameter and tree height

Source

of
variation

Total
B(O)
B(l)
Model
Residua 1

Degrees
of
freedom

Mean squares

63

.ll586E+03

l
l
62

.686604E+04
.6866 05E+04
. 6983l3E+Ol

Regression
equation

F

. 45556E+Ol
.l32l04E+Ol
983. 21,

Coefficient of determination= .941.
*Denotes significance at . 05 level.

Tree height vs. age
Age data employed in this analysis was the age at the l foot level .
Tree height was measured in total tree height.
on

6L~

The analysis was based

observations which were average tree height s a nd ages for the

64 plots.

The resulting regression equation to ok the following form :
(21)

where :
~

Y

age a t the l foot level of NS '.

X

tree he ight .

The analysis of variance and test of significance ar e presented in

Table 6.
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Table 6.

Analysis of variance of age vs. tree height

Source

of
variation

Tot a 1
B(O)
B( 1)
Model
Residual

Degrees
of
freedom

Regression
equation

Mean squares

63

.370109E -00

1
62

. 199 738E+02
.l99738E+02
.539203E -Ol

F

. 119 598E+O 1
.13ll59E+Ol
370 . 57*

Coefficient of determinati on= .857 .
*Denotes significance of the .05 probability level.

Production vs. crown canopy
Development of a relationship between forage production and crown
canopy was accomplished by dividing the study area up into three provinces:

(a) Escala nte- Sevier, (b) La Sa 1, and (c) Coronado.

The boundaries for

these provinces were based on difference in geology, topography, soil
parent material , climate, and vegetation.

Figure 1 is an illustration

of where these boundaries fell (Isaacson, p. 29).
The analysis was carried out by summarizing the data collected by
the Bureau of Land Ma na gement (BLM) sampling team.

The regressi on

equations for each of the provinces are given in Table 7.
Use of the reciprocal transformation in analyzing the pr oduction vs .
crown ca nopy data made it possible to determine at what le vel production
app r oaches a horizontal asymptote.

This characteristic will be of va l ue

later on in the study, and aR a result, discussion will be delayed until
that point .
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Table 7.

Regression equation for production vs. crown canopy

Pr ovi nce

Number of
observati ons

Escalante

18

aQ

6.402 + 75~08

(31)

307.98

. 7125

La Sal.

20

y~

5.788 + 17.954

( 32)

764.36

.9331

Coronado

18

y

"

45.22 +

3.8019

(33)

317.48

.7288

Regression equa ti on

--rxX

Mean
squares

R2

a~

by is equal to expected f orage production .

X is equa 1 t o re'- grow t h time.

The analysis of variance and tests f or signif i ca nce of the models of

a ll the provinces above led t o rejec ti on of the null hypothesis that
the models didn ' t explain the variation in the dependent variable.
Therefore, the alternative hypothesis that the models do significa ntly
exp l ain the v ariation in the dependent variable was accepted.

Relati on of time and cr own canopy
The analysis of crown canopy and re-growth time was determined by
deriving a relationship between crown canopy and time f or each r ange of

NS ' within each site class.

Rivers (1966a, P . 85) based site classifi -

cati on on the tree height at the 10 inch diameter class r ead from his
height/diameter curves.

The followi ng table us es his site class

breakd own for Pinyon.
The regression equation fer eac h of these clas sificati ons ar e

pre sented in Table 8.
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Table 8.

Site
class
(Pinyon)

Regression equation for time vs. crown canopy

Interva 1
of NS'

R2

a~

1
.00007X · 60 b
. 00014Xl. 56
55
.000159Xl.

(22)
(23)
(24)

.8649
.8405
.8056

0-100
100-200
200 - 300
300-up

t

485
. 00009 1.
0009 lf. 649
.
X 1 61
.00014X
70
.000137X .

(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)

.8987
.9752
. 9413
.9839

0-100
100-up

~

.00065Xl.l0 2
24
. 0004 7X 1.

(29)
00)

.8279
.9583

24'-31'

0-100
100-200
200 -up

18 '- 23'

11'-17'

Regression equation

~

~
A

i

a ll

by is e qual t o percent crown canopy.

X is equal to re-growth time.

The analysis of variance fo r each site class and interval indicated

that i n all cases the "F" test led to the rejection of the hypothes is
that the model is not significant.
of the alter native hypothesis.

Therefore, this led to the accepta nce

SUMMARY
Th e previous r elationships made it possible t o s e t up two methods
for det e rmining the re-c on tr o l date.

The r e - co ntrol date for the

purposes of this study was define d as the time that re-eradication

should take place.

Method I employs the general r e lationships devel oped

in the previous sec ti on and Rivers (1966a, 1966b) between tre e height ,
age, and crown diamete r.

Method II is the mor e straightforward method

for det e rmining the re - cont r ol date, employing only the time - c r own
canopy and forage pr oduction - crown canopy relationsh ips.

Method I
This method of de termining the mechanically fixed date of r e - control
is based upon the following r e lationships:

first, the relationship

between percent o f kill and perce nt of the stand greater than or equal
to 7 inches in diamet e r; second, the relati onship between average crown

diameter and tree height; third, the relationship between tree height
and ave rage tree age; and fourth, the relationship between production
and crown canopy.
Given a certain percent of the stand equal to or greater than
inches in diameter makes it poss ible to determine the expected value

of kill for each of the techniques.

Substituting the expected values

of kill int o the following relationship:
NS

I,

where:
NS

numb er of tre es before eradication.

(34)
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expected value of kill for the jth treatment (j

l

... N)

yie ld s the number of trees following eradication.
Determination of the crown canopy where production approaches a

horizontal asymptote in equations (31), (32), and (33) was accomplished
by putting confidence limits on

ex,

where

Limit f(x) =

ex

is defined as follows:

(X ,

x~oo,

where:

f(x)
f(x)
X

+

.fJ._.
X

the amount of forage production.
percent of crown canopy.

Upon establishing confidence limits on

(X , determination of the minimum

allowable level of production and crown canopy was made possible.
Substituting the average crown diameter of the trees into equation

(19) yields the total tree height.

The resulting value in turn was

substituted into equation (21) yielding the age at the l foot level
when NS ' reaches the level of crown canopy (Ch) where production of
forage reaches the minimum allowable limit.
Defining Tr as the number of years until the mechanically set date
for re-control for the jth treatment:
(35)

where:
age when tre es reach Ch.
age of the trees less than 7 inches in diameter at
the same time of original eradication.
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Method II
This method employs the following relationships:

(a) the relation-

ship between time and crown canopy, and (b) production and crown canopy.
Given a certain percent of the stand greater than or equal to 7 inches
in diameter it was possible to determine the expected value of kill for
each of the techniques.

Substituting this value into equation (34)

y i elds the number of trees following eradication .

Entering this value

plus the site class characteristic of the particular site into Table 8
yields the equation that repres e nts the appropriate time-cr own canopy
re l ati onship .
By referring to Table 7 the e quati on thDt represents the Dppr opriate
production-crown canopy relationship for the area in question may be
obtai ned.

Substituting the correct relationship between time and crown

canopy into the relationship between production and crown canopy yields

a pr oduction as a function of time given by equa tion (35):
1\

-

vp- CX+

o:.·xn··
/]

Defining the production function as

~ and taking the limit ~
P

yields th e horizontal asymptote

ex

(X .

(36)

xP~oo

Establishing confid ence limits on

a nd selecting the upper limit as the minimum level of production

yields the age that the NS ' wi ll have t o r each before production r eaches
its minimum allowable limit.

PART IV
PRESENTATION OF COMPLETE MODEL AND EXAMP LE

PRESENTATION OF COMPLETE MODEL
Introdu c ti on
The complete tnod e l for determining op timum conversion practices in

the Pinyon-Juniper t ype cons i s ts of a comb ina tion of the following
submodels:

(a) the chaining models, (b) maximum grass establishment

a nd associated minimum t ota l cost mode l, a nd (c) the re-control mode l.
Once a site has been selected to app l y contro l measures t o , it i s

possible through the use of the above mode l s to determine:

(a) the cost

of e radic a ti on, (b) the maximum technologically f i xed gra ss establishment and its associated minimum t ota l cos t, (c) the mechanical l y fixed

dat e f or re-control, and (d) the resulting forage production.
Upon the determinati on of th e previous var i ables , it is possible to
ca l c ulat e the po int in time where presen t va lue of net benefits r eache s
a maximum va lue for each t echnique.

Once this po int in time has been

determined, the optimum time for r e - contr o l can be defined as the point
in time whe r e present value of ne t benefits reaches a maximum value.
The technique yie lding th e maximum of the maximum present values of net
benefits

is, therefore, the opt imum practice.

If a number of sit e s ar e invo l ved, this same technique pr ovides a

method whereby selecti on of the site yielding the maximum present value
of net benefits can be det e rmine d.

For example, if there are three

potential sites in question and the op timum technique for e ach site
has been determined, a ll that remains is the comparison of the max imum

pr ese nt values of the net benefits.

The s it e yielding the maximum of the

max imum prese nt va lue of the net benefits iS, therefore, defined as the
optimum s it e.
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Compl ete Model
For convenience in developing the comp lete model, it was nec ess ary

to adopt the following no t at i on:
the initial cost o f control for the jth treatmen t .
MTCrj
Z(E)
fJij f_x ij

PV(NB)j
K .

OJ

the cost of r e -control of the jth treatment.l
the establishment model for the area in question.
constraining conditions on Z(E).
present value of expec t ed maximum net benefits.

the expected initial chai ning cost associated with the
jth treatment.

Krj

the expected re-control chaining cost associated with

the jth tre a tment.

PV(B)
PV(B')
t
t

t

0
X

r

PV(L)

present value of initia l be nefits.
present value of re-control benefits .
time of initial contr o l.
optimum time for r e placement .

the mechanically fi xed date f or r e - control.
present value of the l oss in benefits by delaying r ep la ce ment until time t .
X

value of for age.

2

1
In order to arrive at a figure for MTC . , it was necessary to add
one tree a year from the time of initi a l conttol up to the time of recontrol toNS'. This value in turn is substituted int o the predictive
cost equations as the figure for density. In the cases where density i s
expressed as a percent, the co nversion factor is . 001 = one tree.
2
Forage being expressed in pounds per acre necessitated conversion
of pounds to AUM' s per acre (AUM = the amount of forage necessary t o
sustain a 1000 pound cow through one month). This was accomp li s hed by
dividing the amount of f orage by 1000 a nd multiplying by the price of an
AUI-1.
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For a given set of site characteristics it is possible to generate

values of K j through the use of equations (2) through (5).
0

The kills

associated with the K j's in the double and single chaining case may be
0

calculated by plugging the value for the percent of the stand greater
than or equal to 7 inches in diameter into equa tions (14) and (15).

The

bulldozing case necessitates setting the expected value of kill equal
to its mean value for the observations studied.

By setting up a rati o of mean kill and expected cost of eradication
to expected value of kill and adjus ted expected cost of eradication, the
value of CK for double and single chaining may be determined.

In the

case of bulldozing it becomes necessary to revert back to the proportion

set up between mean density to expected value of cost a nd the density of
the site under question to CK.

The value for CK is determined now by

so lv ing the above proportion for CK.
Maximizing Z(E) subject to
of

x2

(seed rate) and

x3

/

{J . . [x ..
lJ

(cover depth).

lJ

yields the value or level

Mu ltiplying

x2

by the cost of

the seed per pound of the species of grass desired and by setting CA
equal to the cost per acre implied by the level of
of CS and CA respectively.

x3

yields the values

If the level implies aerial seeding, CA is

equal to $.47, and if it implies dril lin g, CA is equa l to $1 .50.

Taking

the s ummation of CK, CS, and CA yields the minimum total cost associated
with the maximum probability of grass establishment.
Glover (1966, p. 49) in his thesis dealing with predicting production
of grass on Pinyon-Juniper woodlands, developed a production function
for grass which was expressed in terms of percent utilization , weather

index, and probability of grass establ ishment.
took the following form:

His resulting equation
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f(u,w,E),

. (37)

where:

u = percent utilization.

w

weather index.

E

probability of establishment.

Given the initial expected value of production, it is possible t o
express production as a function of crown canopy (equations 31, 32, a nd
33).

The general form is given by equation (38):

Qp

0:

+

fJ;x.

(38)

Setting confidence limits on (X i.n these equations makes it possible to
determine the crown ca nopy associated with the minimum allowable amount

of forage production.

The minimum allowable amount of forage production

is' theref o re, defined as the upper limit on

The

fJ values

ex.

in equation (38) represents the

fJ

corresponding to

the maximum value production in the data used to generate the r es pective
production functions.

If the expected initial amount of production

generated by equation (37) deviates from the maximum va lue, it is then
necessar y to adjust the

fJ

up a pr oportion between the

va lu e.

fJ

This adjustment was made by sett ing

values given in equations (31), (32),

and (33) to the maximum production value in the date for area us ed to
generate the function, and the adjus ted
initial amount of producti on.
adjusted value.

fJ

value to the generated

Solving this proportion yields the

This adjustment in the

fJ

values was necessar y because

it take s a longer length of time for forage production to reach its
minimum allowable limit than it would for lm• values of P ..
1

If the percent of canopy where the upper limit of (X intersects,
equation (38) is defined as Ch and in turn is substi tuted int o the
following equation:
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X.1

Ch

Ns''

the resulting value is the average square feet of crown area of

individual unkilled trees at maturity to satisfy Ch.

This value o f X.

1

in turn is then substituted into equation (20) which yields the average
crown diameter associated with Ch .

This leads to the substitutions o f

the appropriate variables into equations (19) and (21).

The mechanically

fixed date for re - control is now obtained by substituting the results
of equation (21) into equation (35).
Determination of the date for re - control can also be carried ou t in

the following manner .

After determining the initial expected value of

production from equation (37) and adjusting the

j3

values in equation

(38), it is possible to express production as a function of time.

This

is made possible because there exists a relationship between canopy and

time which is given by the relationships in Table 9.

Upon making the

substitution of the time - crown canopy relationship into equation (38)
the production function takes the following form:

~· p

=

{J

ex +cx•xfJ"

(39)

where:

~·p
X

forage production .
time.

It is now possible to establish confidence intervals on

ex.

Selecting

the upper limit as the minimum level of production and equating it to
the right hand side of equation (39) yields the age that the NS' will
have to reach before production reaches its minimum allowable limit.

The re-control date is, therefore, defined as the point in time where

the upper limit on

ex

intersects the production function.
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With the mechanically fixed date of re-control (tr) determined, it
becomes possible to determine the present value of benefits associated
initial and re-control.

P.

~

"

0
·..<

'"'u

...0.0"

-c

"'

01)

...0"'

=

"""

upper limit on
-- ~

-

ex

-

time

t

t

0

Figure 2.

t

X

t.
r

r

t

X

+ tr

Graph illustrating the forage benefits accruing due to
initial control and re-control

Therefore:

PV(B)

vf

Vf
PV(B')

[l~
[l~

P.~-rtdt + -----t-,
~
(l+r ) o

f

tx

~p.Ji:-r(t

X

-t')dj
0
t ,

(40)

t'

0

(4 1)

(l+r)tx

PV(L)

vt

-----t-,
(l+r)

0

( P 1. - ~p ).R

-r(tx-t~)
'

and ,

[PV(B) + PV(B) ~

MTC .
- [MTC . + --'1. + PV(L)].
OJ (l+r)tX

(42)

:X
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The point in time where PV(NB) r e aches a maximum is, therefore, the optimum
time for re-control to take place for the jth technique.
value of PV(NB) must now be determined for each technique .

The maximum
The technique

yielding the maximum of the ma x imum PV(NB) is, therefore, the optimum
conversion practice .

It is important to note at this point that the calculation of
PV(NB) was based on the following assumptions:

(a) the technique

employed to re-control was the same as that employed at time t

,
0

(b) that

Pi for re-control is equal t o Pi for the initial control, (c) that the
loss in benefits encountered between initial control and re-control were

the only losses considered relevant, and (d) that total cost is a
function of MTCoj' MTCrj (described in a footnote on p . 46), and
PV(L).

EXAMPLE

The following example is set forth in four steps:

(a) estimation

of the initial expected cost of eradication, (b) estimation of the
minimum total cost associated with mechanically fixed maximum grass

establishment, (c) estimation of the mechanically fixed date of re control, and (d) determination of the optimum date of replacement and
the optimum conversion practice.

Assume the site under question has the following site characteristics:

(a) density equal to 325 trees per acre with average height of 15 feet,
(b) sandy clay soil, (c) gentle slope, and (d) the numbe r of acres to be
eradicated is equal to 920.

Given these characteristics the expected

costs of single chaining, double chaining, and bulldozing ar e by K ,
01
K , and K
respectively.
02
03
.3673 + .0006Xl - .0000002X

2

1

+ . 3322X + .4937X + .4705X
3
4
2
?

.3673 + .0006(920) - .0000002(920) - + .3322(4 ) + .4937(2 ) +
.4705( . 325)

~quation (3~.

$3.56.
2

+ .086X + .893X + 2.88X4
2
3
2
1.412 - .0006(920) - .000000069(920) + .086{5) + . 893(2 ) +
1.412

. 0006X

1

- .000000069X

1

2 .86( .325) .
K
02

$4.17

[equation (4~.

2
-.027 - .000085Xl + . 00000002X 1 + . 007X 2 + . 03X 3 + . 00008SX 4

+
Ko3

$3.26

2

+ . l997x + .ooot6x .
5
5
~quat ion

csTI.
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If it is assumed further that 60 percent of the stand is greater
than or equ a l to 7 inches in diameter, it is possible to arrive at the

expected value of kill for each technique.

Substituting 60 percent into

equation (14) and (15):
1\

YD. C.
1\

YD .C.

~ S.C.

tS.C.
II

YB

16.5 (60) .4035.
85.
6.18 (60) .6113.
75·
.83.

where:
II

YD.C.

kill associated with the technique of double chaining.

~S . C.

kill associated with the technique of single chaining.

QB

kill associated with the technique of bulldozing.

The value of CK for each of the three techniques may now be
calculated in the follow ing way:

Q

~

CKD.C .
.85

mean kill (taken from Table 19)
K02
.896

c~.c . =

$4:17.

c~.c.

$3.96·

Q

~

CKS.C.

mean kill (taken from Table 19)
KOl

. 75
CKs.c.

.74
$3.56 .

CKS.C.

$3. 61.
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site density
c~

mean density

K03
325

108

c~

3.23

c~

$9.80.

To facilitate the calculation of minimum total cost associated with

the mechanically fixed optimum grass establishment, the hypothetical site
was assumed to be located in the Honticello area.

Glover •s establishment

model (Glover, 1966 , p. 15) took the following form:

where:

x1

kill= .85.

x2

weather index = 200.

It is important to note that in the above mode l seed rate and depth
of cover have dropped out of the establishment model.

This can be

exp l ained due to the fact that in this area, seed rate and depth remain
constant over all the projects.

It is now possible to set up the

cons tr ai nts in the followin g manner:

subject to:
2.1845 (for doub l e cha ining).
1. 800.

Due to the fact that the variables x

1

and x

2

a re de fined as . 85 and 200

respectively, the programming model reduces down to one of simply
subs tituting these va lues into Z(E).

The value for Z(E) in turn is

converted into probability terms through the use of Tab le lb in Ande r so n
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and Bancroft (1952, p. 382).

The values of Z(E)max in probability terms

f or double chaining, single chaining, and bulldozing are .79, .77, and
.78 respectively.
CS may be determined by multip l ying seven, which is the amount of
seed that management in Monticello employs, by the price of the specific
species of grass.

Therefore, CS

$2.80, where the price of grass per

pound is assumed to be $. 40. CA in this case was set equa 1 to $.53 per
ac re (the mean price of aerial seeding) because aerial seeding was the
technique employed in the Monticello area.
The value of MTC is obtained by summing CK, CS, and CA for a ll
three cases.

Therefore, the MTC's for double chaining, single chaining,

and bulldozing are given by MTC

02

= $7.29, MTC

01

= $6.94 , MTC

03

= $13.13.

Step III
The expected value of initial production may be obtained by
substituting the appropriate variables into the following equation Glover
(1966, p. 50) developed for the Monticello area.
Pi= 528.762- .00277X

1

+ 450.288X 2 + 6.289X ,
3

where:

Pi

expected initial production .

xl

perce n t of utilization.

x2

probability of establishment.

x

normal weather index.

3

The values of x
(1966).

1

and x

3

The value of x

were determined by means presented in Glover
2

used to calculate Pi for each technique was

the value resulting from the maximization of Z(E) for each technique.
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Therefore, the values of Pi for double chaining, single chain ing, and
bulldozing are 940, 930, and 935 pounds respectively.
It now becomes necessary to adjust

j]

values in e qu ation (32) in

the manner previously suggested (p. 48).

"Pn.c.

62.00
5 . 788 + .OOOOlXl.60,

(44)

(I

57.9 l 6
5.788 + .00007X
. O,

(45)

60. 10
5. 788 + . 00007Xl. 60 '

(46)

y

y

Ps.c.
~

y

PB
where:
1 60
. 00007X ·

crown canopy-time relationship obtai ned from

Table 8 by assuming site class equal to 24'-31'
and NS'being between 0-100.
At this time it becomes necessary to set confidence limit s on

(X .

This

was accomplished through the use of the follow ing equation (Johnsto n, 1963).

f'x

+ t

AfT

.£:!E__

o.os.;;;r;r·

where:
~

the square root mean square err or given in Table 7

divided by the square r oot of N.
N

the number of observa ti ons given in Table 7.

Then:
5. 788 + 10.28.
is the confide nce limits on
to the upper limit on

~·

(X for the La Sal province with 16.068 equal
Equating equation (44), (45), and (46) to

16.068 yields the mechanically fixed date of re-control.
intersection fo r double chaining is 400 years .

The date of

The mechanically fixed
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dates for re-control in the single chaining and bul l dozing cases are
370 a nd 385 years respe c tively.

It is now possible t o determine th e present value of benefits
accruing from initial control and re - contro l by making the a ppropriate
substitution into equat i ons (40) and (41) .

The values of these e quati ons

were determined by using approxima ting methods.
illustra ti on PV(NB) was calculated a t tx

For purposes of

= 73 for double chaining,

tx = 70 for bulldozing, and tx = 67 for s ingle chaining.

I t is important

t o no te that in a real life situation it would be necessary to iterate

tx and calcu l a t e PV(NB) for each tx t o determine the point in time where
PV(NB) is a t its maximum for each t echniqu e .

For the purp ose o f cla rit y

the values of tx for the various techniques present ed above were assumed

to be the poi nts in time whe r e PV(NB) is a t its maximum.
Ass umi ng tha t the values of t x given above t o be the optimum times
for r e - control and Vf

=

1.00 along with r

=

. 02, the maximum PV(NB) ' s

for double chaining, s ingle c haining, and bulld oz ing a re given by $35 . 55,
$34.88 , and $28.03.

Theref or e, the optimum conversion practice given

the a bove ass umptions is double cha ining.

CONCLUSION
In recent years consider able investment has been made to increase
forage resources in the Western United States .

A substantial portion

of these have taken the form of efforts t o convert Pinyon-Juniper
woodlands into grazing areas.

Th i s is acc omplished by introducing

var i ous species of forage following e r ad ication of mature Pinyon-Juniper

trees.
Because of the large number of eradication and seeding t echniques
available and resulting combination o f costs and benefits, the need for
a method of selecting an optimum treatment for a given site becomes a
ne cessity.

The model developed in this study presents a framework that makes
possible selection of optimum conversion practices in the Pinyon-Juniper
type.

This particular model i s conce rned with the maximization of

economic objectives, that is, arriving at the particular investment that
maximizes ne t benefits in present value terms.
For purposes of confining the study it was necessary to emphasize

only the three major eradicati on techniques of single chaining, double
chaining, and bu l ldozing.

The only techniques considered as possible

seed application methods were aerial seeding and drilling.
It may be concluded that beca use o f the

nun~er

of years between

initial control and the op t imum time for re-control that tree canopy
does no t crea te an immediat e threa t t o forage production.

Therefore,

mor e emphasis must be placed on effec ts random factors have on forage
pr oduction .

APPENDIXES
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Appendix A

Review of Literature

The following pub li cations have been carefully selected for this
review on the basis of how applicable their information was to this

particular study.
Cotner and Jameson (1959) presented a discussion on the importance
of costs in selecting a method for controlling Pinyon-Juniper.

This

study was based onl y on control operations in Arizona.

This study was concerned with costs of two methods:
individual trees, and (b) bulldozing.

(a) burning

Upon analyzation of the data, it

was dete rmined that the size of trees, the number of trees per acre,
and labor were the primary variables that determine costs.

The authors

also pointed out that there might be some secondary variab les s uch as

soil and terrain affecting costs.
In conclusion the authors were mainly concerned with the specific
variables of trees per acre and tree height.

The particular framework

for predicting costs holds up only if the type of equipment studied is
available plus inf ormation concerning the othe r variables pointed out

above.

In 1963, Cotner (1963a) published a bull e tin cal led, "Controlling
Pinyon-Juniper."

This bulletin reports the scope of Pinyon-Juniper

problems in Northern Arizona, the current status of control work, the
methods of control used, and a procedure for predicting costs for the

leading control methods (bulldoz i ng , burning, and cabling ) .
Variables found to be of primary i mportance were tree heights,
densities, and average tree sizes.
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In conclusion the author was main l y concerned with invasion sta nd s ,

and as a result his prediction methods are applicable to sites with this
particular characteristic.

Cot ne r (1963b) pre se nt s a discussion of a framework which makes it
possib l e to determine wher e, when, and how resource impr oveme nts should
be made , with economic decisions considered the most relevant variable.

This framework includes:

(a) dete rmina ti on of physical benef its r e l a tion-

s hip, (b) determination of improvement te chn ique s and costs, (c) d is counting the phys i ca l benefit s stream, (d) selecting the right impr oveme nt
techniques, and (e) determination o f economic feasi bility.
Hand c hopping , individual tree burning, bulldozing, and cab lin g
we r e the four major control methods discussed in determin ing the improve-

ment technique to be employed.

I t was shown that the fea sibility of an

individual technique varied f r om site t o site, with cabling being the
most pr of i c ient on large acreages of middle-age trees on relatively
level terrains, and hand-chopping being a ppli cab le on sites with l ow
densities of small trees.
In se l ecting the optimum yea r for control a comparison of rat e o f
benefit increase, and the r a t e of cost i ncrease is made.
e qual, an optimum ha s been reached.

If the two are

The optimum technique i s , therefore,

defined as the technique pr ov i d ing the highes t net return over time.
In conclusion the author is mainly concerned with invasi on stands of
Pinyon-Juniper and determin i ng the optimum time for initia l contr o l .

In 1964, Arnold, Jameson, a nd Reed (1964) published a report that
presented information on forage va lue s and use o f Pinyon-Juniper wood lands
in Arizona .

Informati on includes:

(a) a d i scu ssion of the problems

crea ted by Pinyon-Juniper, (b) va ri ous uses a nd products derived f r om
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these stands, (c) extent, location, and stand characte ri stics, (d) effects
of t r ee increase on other plants, (e) principle methods used to contr o l
Pinyon-Juniper, (f ) r es ponse of vegetation t o tree control, and (g) cos ts
and resulting benefits of contro l.
In conclusion the st udy shows that:

(a) the costs comparison of

the different techniques show that chaining a nd cabling are the least
expensive methods, (b) to ob t ain the maximum benefits from these methods
some follow-up treatment on the slash is required, and (c) in ar eas of
low densities of small trees it was fou nd that individual e r adication

methods pr ove to be more efficient.
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Appendix B
Miscellaneous Tables

Table 9.

Single chaining slope c lassification for Arizona - Nevada areaa

Average bid
cost

General description
of slope

1.58

Level

2

2 . 27

Gentle s l ope

3

3.24

Rolling

4

4.27

Rolling with gullies

Code

aThe different types of slope were ranked in accordance with the average
cos t associated with it for the particular area in question.

Table 10.

Code

Sin gle chaining soil classification for Arizona - Nevada area

8

General description
of soil
Sandy loam

8

2

Limestone silt

3

Sandy clay

4

Clay silt

5

Clay loam

6

Sandy silt

The different types of slope were ranked in accor dance with the average
cost associated with it for the particular area in question.
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Table 11.

Single chainin g s l ope classif i cation for Utah , Colorado, and
New Mexico area

8

Average bid
Code

8

cost

General description

of s l ope

2.61

Leve l

2

3 . 15

Gentle

3

3.91

Gentle rolling

4

4 . 53

Rolling

The di ff erent types of s l ope were ranked i n accordance wi th the average
cost associated with it for the particular ar ea i n question.

Table 12.

Single ch ain ing s oil c la ss ifi ca t ion fo r Utah, Colorado, and
New Mexico ar ea

8

Average bid
Code

cost

General description

of s oil

2.36

Clay loam

2

2.5 9

Sandy

3

3 . 38

Sandy loam

4

3 . 72

Sandy clay

5

3 . 83

Sandy clay loam

6

3 . 90

Silty l oam

aThe different types of slope were ranked in accordance with the average
cost assoc iated with it for the particular area in question.
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Table 13.

Code

Slope c lassific ation for bulldozinga

Average bid
cost

General description
of slope

4.34

Level

2

4 . 54

Gentle

3

5.89

ME!dium

4

10.58

Medium- steep

5

11.47

Rolling-steep

aThe different types of slope were ranked in ac cordance with the average
cost associated with it for the particular area in question.

Table 14.

Code

Soil classification for bulldozinga

Average bid
cost

General description
of soil

2.63

Rocky - sand

2

3.28

Rocky

3

4.92

Sandy loam

4

4.07

Silty clay loam

5

5.70

Clay loam

6

7.64

Sandy

aThe d i fferent types of slope were ranked in accordance with the average
cost associated with it for the particular area in question.
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Table 15.

Slope classification for double chaininga

cost

Genera 1 description
of slope

3.38

Level

2

4.33

Gen tle

3

4.52

Rolling

4

5.60

Rolling with gullies

Average bid
Code

aThe different types of slope were ranked in accordance with the average
cost associated wit h it for the particular area in question.

Tab l e 16.

Soil classification for doub l e chaininga

Average bid
Code

2

cost

Gene r al descript i on
of soil

3.65

Silty l oam

2

3 . 91

Medium l oa m

3

4.44

Sandy clay

4

4. 73

Sandy l oam

5

4. 75

Sandy c l ay

6

7.00

Sandy

The d iffe r ent types of slope were ranked in accordance with the ave rage
cost associated with it for the particular ar ea in question .
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Table 17.

The analysis of variance for mean ki lls of the three
e radication t echniques

8

Source of

Degrees of

Sums of

variation

freed om

squa res

Total

108

106

F

2.6653
.3832

.19159

2.2821

.02153

Tre a tment
Error

Mean
squares

8.899**

**Denot es significance at the . 01 probability level.
8
The hypothesis tested was HO : u = u = u due to th e results of the
2
1
3
"F" test this hypo thesis was reje c t ed. This led to the accep t a nc e of
t he a lterna tive hyp othesis l-la : ul # u2 # u3.

Table 18.

The treatment mean ki lls f or the techniques used in the
study a

Number of

Tre atment

Tr ea tme nt

observations

Singl e chaining

39

. 7400

Dozing

47

.8309

Double chaining

23

.8965

a

Data summarized from off i ce r e ports .

mean

(;i8

Table 19.

Production and crown canopy for three provinces

La Sal

Coronado
Crown

Plot Production canopy
no.
(lbs.)
(%)

l,.

Escalante
Crown

Plot Production canopy
no.
(lbs.)
(%)

Crown

Plot Production canopy
no.
( lbs;)
(%)
I

'.

383

72

.273

337

257

.103

279

46

.227

317

29

.373

341

38

.3 57

266

32

.283

311

82

.177

342

49

.387

260

39

.200

315

25

.333

343

79

.260

259

24

.280

313

62

.207

406

68

.380

276

101

.057

314

67

. 267

391

57

.320

268

26

.223

360

76

. 263

301

31

.397

379

4

.527

362

53

.303

293

31t

. 330

205

38

.257

366

54

.237

296

80

.2 73

208

36

.257

398

83

.180

300

104

.283

118

30

.380

399

93

. 173

322

42

. 410

119

28

.273

403

55

.270

323

28

.437

107

46

. 190

26

ll9

.067

324

45

.350

108

15

.313

382

79

.223

348

41

.397

95

128

.083

288

100

.073

143

153

.140

104

29

.210

364

40

""
.270

46

117

.267

81

37

.203

384

34

.360

48

46

.370

114

61

.173

1.8

1.58

.030

151

25

.527

116

93

.153

37

29

.543

193

21

.437
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